RISK-FORMING DYNAMIC PROCESSES IN UNITS OF MINE HOISTS OF VERTICAL SHAFTS


Methodology. Complex analysis of the results of theoretical research and experimental data of instrumental measurements of parameters of guide geometry, dynamic interaction of lifting vessels with shaft reinforcement, velocity diagrams of vessels, wear of reinforcement elements and deformation-strength calculations.

Findings. It is shown that dynamic processes in mine hoisting installations in operating and transition modes have a property of strong interconnectedness and cumulative strengthening of risk-forming phenomena in “lifting vessel — reinforcement” systems. The cumulative effect can occur when critical processes are interrelated in different units of a hoisting machine, even under the conditions that parameters of each process do not exceed permissible limits. This significantly increases the risk of an emergency situation when vessels interact with reinforcement guides under wear conditions during long operation. The means for reducing the level of risk of spontaneous accidents are provided, which ensure an increase in operation safety of hoisting complexes.

Originality. In the paper on the basis of complex analysis of electro-mechanical processes in units of hoisting machines it is shown that the main risk-forming factors are: a non-smooth character of change of ascension velocity during the cycles of descent/ascension of vessels; load displacement in a vessel; tension imbalance of head ropes of multi-rope hoists; uneven wear of guides and buntons of reinforcement combined with local curvatures of guide profiles and disturbances in parameters of their track. In this case, the emergency dynamic state of the system can occur even when the parameters of associated processes are within permissible limits established by the current regulatory documentation.

Practical value. Obtained results make it possible to comprehensively assess a technical state of “hoisting machine — rope — vessel — reinforcement” systems during operation of mine hoists and their expert examination and to establish objective causes of emergencies and their premises, develop recommendations that prevent exceeding the permissible risk depending on operating conditions.
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Introduction. Lifting and transporting systems are the most important link in the chain of mineral extraction. The economic efficiency of a mining complex as a whole depends on an uninterrupted and safe operation of lifting and transporting systems [1, 2]. Designs of modern machines, equipment and mechanisms of mining [3, 4], transport [5, 6], technology engineering [7, 8] are being continuously developed and improved in the direction of increasing the productivity, reliability, strength and energy efficiency.

Mine hoist is a complex multi-unit electromechanical system. All operating parameters of individual units are energetically linked in it. A specific form and values of parameters of operating characteristics of drive mechanisms significantly affect the character and safety of the main operating element of the complex —a mine hoisting vessel.

Problem formulation. A multi-unit and branching structure of mine hoists is a source of strong interconnection of energy-mechanical processes in the elements of ground and shaft equipment. Increased wear of the main elements of a hoisting system, violation of design values and inconsistencies in their operating parameters that occur during long-term operation in difficult mining conditions cause uncontrollable by traditional methods and means transition of technical condition of a hoisting complex into the area of increased influence of risk-forming factors on its operation safety. Based on the analysis of theoretical and experimental data, it is necessary to identify and research the main risk-forming factors during operation of hoisting machines in conditions of operation intensity increase under conditions of significant influence of degradation processes of main and auxiliary units of hoisting equipment.

Research findings. Due to technological and structural features of hoisting systems risk-forming factors act simultaneously. Their negative disturbing influence can be summed up at some point of movement or at some part of the shaft and then a “cumulative effect” occurs. As a result, accidental destruction of mechanical elements of the system can occur spontaneously: reinforcement, lifting vessel or rope.
Five main processes have come to the fore in the present, which independently and parallel to each other influence the emergency parameters of “vessel – reinforcement” systems and hoisting as a whole. These processes can be considered dominant in hoisting operations, since at the present stage the parametric resonance is practically eliminated due to selection of parameters of the system at a design stage.

It is traditional that in a working practice of domestic mining enterprises the area of responsibility of the Chief Engineer service is a large number of units of mechanical equipment. Ensuring its smooth operation requires constant attention and a large number of daily repair works.

At the same time, the services of the Chief Surveyor and the Chief Power Engineer are distant from failure elimination (unless the failure liquidation does not require mine surveyors or does not affect the operation of electrical equipment). Root causes of accidents are often obvious only at first glance. This is due to the fact that, when searching for them, the systematic impact and duration of negative influences are not considered on individual components of mechanical equipment that occur because of unfavorable combinations of geometric parameters and/or features of operation of power equipment.

A large curvature of the profile of guides in short sections (geometric parameter) is the main source of the percussive-cyclic dynamic influence of vessels on guides with an increased level of contact loads, premature wear and tear of guides at local sections of the shaft, and their bunton clamping elements (mechanical equipment).

When operating a shaft, the presence of sections with abrupt local curvature of the profile of guides is caused by complex mining and geological conditions. The current norms do not prohibit a significant, but smooth deviation of guides from vertical in extended sections during operation. Vessel movement safety along curved sections requires a selection of vessel velocity diagram consistent with a curvature. This is ensured by the appropriate adjustment of the hoist drive system.

An abrupt break in a diagram of a drum angular speed of a hoisting machine leads to the occurrence of vertical and horizontal oscillations of the lifting vessel on a rope and percussions along the guides at local sections of a shaft, and overloading of head rope cross-sections. Systematic repetition of such percussions during different cycles also leads to an accelerated destruction of the guides and rope wires.

Drum angular speed oscillation of the hoisting machine creates a cyclic influence on the upper end of the rope. They excite driven vertical oscillations of the vessel. Their frequencies can be in a resonance zone. In this case, over-normative cyclic overload of a suspension device occurs and premature exhaustion of its cyclic endurance limit. Excessive short-term loosening of a rope tension is also possible, leading to false triggering of mechanical parachutes and cage hanging on brake ropes [9, 10].

External influences affecting the safety of the “vessel – reinforcement” system are: maximum operational vertical vessel acceleration/deceleration; instant acceleration during operation; instant value of the “jerk” (a function of the first derivative by time of the lifting vessel acceleration); instant decelerations during emergency braking; maximum average deceleration during emergency braking; deviation of guides from a vertical on adjacent levels of reinforcement; broadening/narrowing of a guide track; absolute deviations of a thread of guides from a vertical; absolute angle of inclination of a guide in a span between the levels of reinforcement; absolute angle of rotation of a guide track in a span relatively to a vertical axis.

Processes that are the main sources of increasing the risk of emergency during the intense operation of “vessel – reinforcement” systems in domestic shafts that operated for 40 to 50 years or more are shown in Fig. 1.

It can be seen that the work of power engineer services and mine surveyors has a character of auxiliary supply for operation of the mechanical service of an enterprise.

The results of influence of each of these processes on operation safety of “vessel – reinforcement” systems are considered in more detail below. The data given was obtained during the long-term monitoring of shafts by specialized laboratories of M. S. Polyakov Institute of Geotechnical Mechanics under NAS of Ukraine and a firm “AGAT-Dnepr”.

**Influence of parameters of a hoisting velocity diagram.**

The conducted research shows that the influence of a shape and parameters of hoisting velocity diagrams makes a very significant contribution to formation of dynamic percussive loads in “vessel – reinforcement” systems [11]. Operation of a monitoring system of lifting vessel movement in a mine shaft in experimental industrial conditions confirms the research conducted above [12].

On peak sections of velocity diagrams, vertical jerks of the upper ends of ropes occur, which excite vertical and horizontal oscillations of skips with percussions of hard safety shoes on reinforcement.

Modulation of alternating jerks by a velocity controller is inevitable with manual control, and is considerably larger than with automatic smooth control. The result of measurements of contact loads shows that even with a decrease in maximum velocity value at a straight section, alternating velocity modulation causes a multiple increase of dynamic loads on the reinforcement. This proves that the law of velocity control is one of the most influential factors of growth of dynamic loads in “vessel – reinforcement” systems and the risk of an emergency situation in sections with an increased level of wear of guides and buntons or elements of their mounting.

Fig. 2 shows graphs of vertical accelerations of a cage and loads on the guides during the passage of intermediate levels with the velocity diagram. It can be seen that dynamic loads on the guides increase synchronously with a cage deceleration/acceleration.

Calculations showed that only by optimizing and smoothening the velocity diagram it is possible to achieve nearly two-times decrease in contact loads under the same conditions of vessel movement.

This creates premises for increasing the maximum hoisting velocity, limited by a criterion of reinforcement condition and reducing the cycle time while maintaining the required level of safety.

**Influence of vessel skew in guides due to imbalance of rope tension with multi-rope hoisting and a load center of
mass displacement on dynamic loads in the “vessel — reinforcement” system (Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows a diagram of the influence of a load center of mass displacement on the vessel skew in the guides. Fig. 5 is a diagram of the influence of the imbalance of tension of ropes on the vessel skew in the guide track and the reduction of kinematic gaps in a “shoe-guide” pairs.

When in a skewed state, a vessel moves in a guide track in a “sliding wedge” mode, colliding by shoes with all ledges at joints of guides and local curvatures in short sections.

Vertical vessel oscillations on the elastic rope excite synchronous angular vibrations of the vessel in a track and percussions on the reinforcement. This especially manifests in a mode of safety braking. On shaft sections where frequencies of vertical and angular vessel vibrations coincide, a resonant amplification of horizontal percussions on the guides by rigid sliding shoes occurs.

As an example, a four-rope hoisting machine for a 1400-meter-deep shaft is chosen.

Calculation results of a four-rope hoist in a 1400-meter-deep shaft showed that a strain imbalance, asymmetric relatively to a skip axis is $+/-14\%$ in the lowest position of a skip and $+/-24\%$ in the highest causes skip wedging in the guide track, for any of the currently used roller guides.

Calculation also shows that with an accurately centered vessel, triggering of an emergency brake causes minimal percussive loads on the guides. As the eccentricity of a load increases, the loads increase up to a cer-
parameter has the greatest influence on the level of horizontal loads on reinforcement. Previous results have shown that this is not entirely true, although the influence of profiles is one of the most significant.

Research studies on characteristic profiles of guides that are used in most mining enterprises of Ukraine were carried out. The analysis showed that curvatures of guide profiles in shafts located in a rock shift zone and in the untouched massif are absolutely of the same level and are caused exclusively by operational reasons during 40 to 50 years of operation.

Fig. 4 shows combined graphs of frontal profiles of guides and the maximum contact loads on the reinforcement of an ore-lifting shaft.

Influence of curvature of guide profiles on dynamic loads in a “vessel – reinforcement” system. It is traditionally considered that with the same value of the maximum ascension velocity according to the diagram this parameter has the greatest influence on the level of horizontal loads on reinforcement. Previous results have shown that this is not entirely true, although the influence of profiles is one of the most significant.

Research studies on characteristic profiles of guides that are used in most mining enterprises of Ukraine were carried out. The analysis showed that curvatures of guide profiles in shafts located in a rock shift zone and in the untouched massif are absolutely of the same level and are caused exclusively by operational reasons during 40 to 50 years of operation.

Fig. 4 shows combined graphs of frontal profiles of guides and the maximum contact loads on the reinforcement of an ore-lifting shaft.

![Fig. 3. Calculation scheme of influence of a load displacement (and imbalance of rope tension) to vessel skew in a guide track:](image)

- $P$ – rope tension $P = Q(1 + W/g)$, $Q$ – loaded skip weight;
- $W$ – vertical skip acceleration, $W = A \cdot \sin(\omega t)$;
- $b$ – loaded skip center of mass displacement;
- $M$ – torque, $M = P \cdot b$.

![Fig. 4. Graphs of frontal profiles of guides (a) and contact loads (b) when lifting a skip](image)

- Influence of curvature of guide profiles on dynamic loads in a “vessel – reinforcement” system.
- It is traditionally considered that with the same value of the maximum ascension velocity according to the diagram this parameter has the greatest influence on the level of horizontal loads on reinforcement. Previous results have shown that this is not entirely true, although the influence of profiles is one of the most significant.

Research studies on characteristic profiles of guides that are used in most mining enterprises of Ukraine were carried out. The analysis showed that curvatures of guide profiles in shafts located in a rock shift zone and in the untouched massif are absolutely of the same level and are caused exclusively by operational reasons during 40 to 50 years of operation.

Fig. 4 shows combined graphs of frontal profiles of guides and the maximum contact loads on the reinforcement of an ore-lifting shaft.

![Fig. 5. Loading diagram of side buntons of a skip section of the shaft in a frontal plane of guides:](image)

- 1 – actual maximum loads for all cycles of dynamic tests;
- 2 – permissible loads with a safety margin of 2.15;
- 3 – permissible loads with a safety margin of 1.5;
- 4 – permissible loads with a safety margin of 1.0;
- 5 – permissible loads with a safety margin of 2.15 for a not worn bunton;
- 6 – permissible loads with a safety margin of 1.0 for an unworn bunton.
It can be seen that during the process of lifting there is an active shake of a skip in a horizontal plane, while the maximum loads are applied to areas of intense local alternating curvatures of guide profiles.

It should be noted that great work done by the enterprise for over 10 years for smoothening the guide profiles in short sections, eliminating areas of increased corrosive and mechanical wear and smoothening the velocity diagrams has made it possible to significantly reduce the maximum dynamic load level on the reinforcement and increase a safe value of the maximum skip lift velocity from 8 to 11–12 m/s.

**Influence of wear of guides and buntons on the emergency parameters of “vessel – reinforcement” systems.**

In Fig. 5 in a layout by the reinforcement level numbers of the ore-lifting shaft, combined graphs of values of permissible loads on side buntons of a skip section are given. When they were built, the actual cross-section losses were considered. This occurred due to wear (curves 2–6), with a safety margin by yield strength of 1.0, 1.5, 2.15. Also, graphs of actual operational loads are shown in the figure (curve 1).

It is seen that in places of quick loss of bearing capacity, even minor loads of about 20–30 kN may exceed a safe level. Presented results convincingly prove that the electromechanical processes in “drive–hoisting machine – ropes – vessels – reinforcement” systems are strongly interrelated. Small deviations in operating parameters of one group of operating units of the system cause large deviations in the operation of others. This is also observed in the values of safety parameters of the main unit of a hoisting machine – a “vessel – reinforcement” system.

This leads to a conclusion that minimization of the risk-creating influence of these processes on safety of hoisting operations lies in the field of maximum use of high technology within complex automation of production monitoring processes and optimal control using modern microprocessor technology in complex mining and geological conditions of operation as well as in development and application of new designs of the most risky elements of the scheme – tractive and balancing ropes of a new type [13, 14] in the existing mine hoists [15].

In Ukraine, realization of this direction is provided by a number of new means of automation and operation control of parameters of hoisting machines. These include software and hardware systems: “AKNK-DNEPR” – continuous control of rope tension of a multi-rope hoisting machine and “ANKP DNEPR” – continuous control of dynamic interaction of hoisting vessels with rigid reinforcement of shafts. Their basic scheme of operation is shown in Fig. 6. Control over dynamic characteristics and processes of a wider spectrum are investigated in [16, 17]. Articles [18–20] present stability assessment of a mobile crane handling system based on a developed method with the use of built mathematical model and the model built in the integrated CAD/CAE environment.

“ANKP-DNEPR” complex provides: control of dynamic interaction of hoisting vessels with rigid reinforcement of shafts, localization at a place of ledges at joints of guides, objective control and estimation of geometrical parameters of profiles of guides of shaft reinforcement. It provides information on operation quality of roller guides of vessels. Defects can be detected in the early stages of their development.

“ANKP-DNEPR” complex allows reducing the imbalance of rope tension during operation significantly, increasing their life cycle, reducing dynamic perturbations on hoisting vessels and contact loads on the shaft reinforcement.

An example of complex operation in a mode of monitoring the tension and issuing recommendations for correcting the radii of the multi-rope pulley grooves and the lengths of ropes is shown in Fig. 7.

A summary diagram of the operation results of AS “ANKP” complex is in Fig. 8. The following can be seen from presented oscillograms:

- “skip – reinforcement” system operates in a mode of percussive-cyclic interaction of rigid safety shoes with guides;
- the dynamic load intensity of the system in the frontal plane is approximately 3–4 times higher than in the lateral plane, and the intensity parameter “horizontal acceleration” during the descent of an empty skip is approximately 2 times higher than when ascending the loaded one;
- in the area of a shaft around 160–166 m deep when the empty skip is descending and the loaded skip is ascending, the percussion of rigid safety shoes on guides is systematically realized in a lateral plane of the guides. This indicates a violation of straightness of guides at joints;
- when lifting a loaded skip and lowering it through the section where a rope transitions to a conical part of the drive drum, the intensity of dynamic interaction in a frontal plane increases;
- AS “ANKP” complex provides continuous monitoring of the intensity of dynamic interaction of hoisting vessels with rigid reinforcement of shafts, localization at the place of ledges at joints of guides. It performs an objective control and estimation of geometric parameters of guide profiles of mine shaft reinforcement. It also responds to any changes in profiles of a guide system, provides information on operation quality of roller guides of vessels. This allows monitoring vertical oscillations of vessels and dynamic forces in head ropes, allows identifying violations in the early stages of development of defects;
- when an empty skip is descending, an increase in dynamic intensity is applied to the beginning section of deceleration due to an abrupt break of the curve of velocity diagram;
- results of continuous monitoring of movement dynamics of lifting vessels are displayed in movement diagrams in real time, are recorded in the archive and can be viewed at any time;
- results of continuous monitoring can (and should) be analyzed every day by people with special training;
- use of continuous monitoring systems for smooth movement of hoisting vessels allows checking the reinforcement of vertical shafts with greater frequency.

On the basis of a controller of a driver of route commands and a speed limiter, “KFPKiOS”, PSC “Alliance-D” and M. S. Polyakov Institute of Geotechnical Mechanics of NAS of Ukraine are developing a software and hardware complex for optimal control of velocity of hoisting vessels “KOU SHPU—DNEPR”.

As was shown above, the use of such a system significantly reduces dynamic loads on the reinforcement, ropes, hoisting machine, increase the permissible value of the maximum hoisting velocity, reduces cycle time, and increases the productivity of hoisting operation.

Conclusions.

1. Dynamic processes in multi-mass systems of mine hoisting machines with distributed and focused parameters in operational and transitional modes have a property of strong interconnection and cumulative strengthening of risk-forming phenomena in “hoisting vessels — reinforcement” systems.

2. The cumulative effect significantly increases the risk of an emergency situation when the vessels interact with the reinforcement guides in wear conditions during long-term operation.

3. Application of means of complex automated monitoring of parameters and optimal control of operation of power units of a machine allows significant reduction of the level of dynamic loading and the risk of emergency in a shaft equipment of hoisting machines.

Fig. 7. The window of the program in a mode of issuing recommendations on groove creation in the rubber lining of a deflecting pulley from the side of a western skip

Fig. 8. Summary diagram of parameters of a skip motion: 1 – frontal acceleration, m/s²; 2 – lateral acceleration, m/s²; 3 – coordinates of a vessel, m; 4 – velocity of a vessel, m/s
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Введение

Результаты. Показано, что динамические процессы в шахтных подъемных установках у рабочих и переходных режимах имеют свойство сильной взаимосвязи и кумулятивного усиления рискообразующих явлений в системах „подъемный сосуд — армировка“. Кумулятивный эффект может возникать при критическом взаимовлиянии процессов в различных звеньях подъемной установки даже при условии, что параметры каждого процесса не выходят за допустимые для него границы. Это значительно повышает риск аварийной ситуации при взаимодействии сосудов с проводниками армировки в условиях износа при длительной эксплуатации. Указанная среда по снижению уровня риска спонтанных аварий, обеспечивает повышение безопасности работы подъемных комплексов.
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